Multiply measurements shown by your base unit.

Based on a 22 cm unit, my kite is 154 cm high x 209 cm wingspan (about 60” x 80”). Longerons CC and DD are .1880” (5mm) carbon; spreader AB is .2400” (6mm) carbon.

Connect bridle points with a line of 5x kite height; tie a loop knot in the middle for tow point.

Kite will fly without tail, but is much more stable when bowed with a drogue.

Connect bow line between wingtips A & B and bow about 1 unit deep.

Attach cone-shaped drogue with Y bridle 2.5x kite height from lower points C & D.
FLED MARK III

Spar pocket details and loop placement for bridle and spreader restraints.
Loop material is 7 - 8 mm nylon twill tape.
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